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bulugh al-maram is based upon the ahadith of our prophet which have been the sources of islamic
jurisprudence. al-hafiz ibn hajar al-asqalani (hijrah 777-853) has recorded the true significance of the

ahadith and their origins & also made a comparison of the versions, if the sources are more than
one. bulugh-al-maram is the most comprehensive and authentic compilation of the famous hadith

scholar al-hafidh ibn hajar as-saqalani, it contains famous and authentic hadith containing the
subject of the law of madhab, tawheed, islamic principles, the rules of the qur'an, tariqat, salah, the
prophets, the imams and the rest of allah's creations. ibn hajar collected the hadith from the famous

sources such as, sahih al-bukhari, sahih al-muslim, al-hakim al-nasabi, imam zuhri, imam ibn abi
hanbal, imam ahmad, and a large number of others. the main objective of this book is the translation
of the most important and well-known of the lectures of al-hafidh al-saqalani. moreover, it contains
the chapter of the most important of the lectures of al-hafidh al-saqalani has been translated into

english. not only this, there is a complete commentaries on the entire content of this book. all of the
scholars of this madhab have contributed a lot of information on the commentaries of these hadith.

this book comes in two volumes; the second volume is a comprehensive and a complete
commentary of the hadith found in the first volume. volume one consists of 1009 chapters, and

volume two is a large number of comprehensive chapters of hadith which can be considered as a
commentary of volume one. the following is the content of these chapters: title the methodology of

hadith evaluation
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bulugh al-maram is the shortened name of the collection of hadith by al-hafidh ibn hajar al-asqalani
entitled, bulugh al-maram min adillat al- ahkam (translation: attainment of the objective according to
evidences of the ordinances). it contains a total of 1358 hadiths., at the end of each hadith narrated

in bulugh al-maram, al-hafidh ibn hajar mentions who collected that hadith originally. autorun
remover 3.3 serial numberl removes.. i have used the serialnumber: 6131106 on following. file name
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numberl 61318107 autocad. 65318107.3 serial numberl the moulana has translated the book into

english and this is the first time that this book is being published in english. this book is the
commentary of the book al-maram al-sawa’i. it discusses the meaning of this book in english. it also
provides the translations of the book al-maram al-sawa’i and some of the discussions found in the

book al-maram al-sawa’i. 5ec8ef588b
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